La Chica Roja (The Red Head)
& The Three Chefs
ommanding Times
Spain Edition

From left to right: Luke Hidalgo, Ti Martin,
Juan Carlos Gonzalez, Danny Trace

Your mission if you decide to
accept it ... is to meet me in
Barcelona and San Sebastian
for a mega eating adventure!
“WOW” - we said that a lot.
The food and the views were
jaw dropping. I managed to
score reservations at two of
San Sebastian's extraordinary restaurants - both on
the World's Top 50 Best
Restaurants list.
Chef Juan Carlos Gonzalez of
SoBou, Chef Danny Trace of
Brennan's of Houston and
Sous Chef at Commander's
Palace Luke Hidalgo were all
quick to say, "not
not without
me."

The Commander’s Family of Restaurants
From 25 courses almost all
eaten with your hands at
Mugaritz in San Sebastian to
a local joint with Mama in the
kitchen and a line out the
door in Barcelona, we did it
all. The four of us were like
kids in a candy store, literally
not wanting to pass up a
single butcher shop or tapas
restaurant in San Sebastian’s
Old Town.
I've long been interested in
New Orleans' Spanish roots.
The French Quarter should
really be called the Spanish
Quarter as it was rebuilt after
the major fire during the
he time
of Spanish rule. You see the
o
hints in tiles around
h
nd the

French Quarter, architecture
and food. We know that jambalaya was derived from
paella and on and on. But it
always seemed to go beyond
that for me. New Orleans' joie
de vivre and joy in all life's
pleasures seemed to me to
be in sync with Spain. Our
willingness to plan our whole
day around a meal and good
conversation. And our pure
delight in Wonderful food.
¡Salud!
Ti Adelaide Martin
La Chica Roja
(The Red Head)

Barc
elona
We loved the chocolate cotton candy at Disfrutar. We
pulled it off a cotton branch. Hey - we’re open-minded!
- Chef Danny Trace
Pakta’s Jorge Munoz presented us a fish preparation that was so
unique and simple. Not quite ceviche, not quite sashimi. He served the
quick-cured sliced amberjack in a hulking crystal bowl - frozen. The
fish and little accoutrement were submerged in brine. Frozen crystal
dish (looked as if it were carved from ice) and sliced raw fish swimming in salty water. I think the dish tells a beautiful story and brings
great local product full-circle in a meaningful way.
- Chef Luke Hidalgo
My favorite restaurant was Pakta. They are known
for their unique cuisine which they call Nikkei - half
Japanese and half Peruvian. It is the only restaurant in Barcelona offering that type of cuisine. The
restaurant is owned by the Adria group, owners
from the former restaurant El Bulli. I have to say
this was probably one of the best progressive
tasting menus at 25 courses I’ve had. The whole
dining experience was mind blowing. The food
was phenomenal to say the least. The quality of
the product is the best of its kind. The way the chef,
Jorge Munoz, presents his food is in a league of its
own. These guys are true artists. Our server Patricia was amazing. She presented every course in
such a smooth way it almost sounded like a story
in heaven. WOW!!!!
- Chef Juan Carlos Gonzalez

San
Sabastian
For me restaurant Arzak was the total
package. It had many similarities to the
Commander’s Family of Restaurants.
There was a glimpse of the past and a
push of the envelope for the future. The
hospitality of the staff was so warm and
genuine, making it the most memorable
of the trips dining experiences. And Ti
had been wanting to go for years so we
had to pull her off the ceiling!
- Chef Danny Trace

At Mugaritz our last course was a shared “plate.” A hand-crafted tower of
wooden puzzle pieces (the woodcraft is a big part of Mugaritz’ aesthetic.)
Seven of these individual vessels which each had their own size and fit
together perfectly. The concept: the seven deadly sins, that’s it. Our
captain dropped the dish off and provided no further explanation. The
top piece of the tower comes off to reveal the first of seven iterations of
sweet tastes which would evoke a feeling one can apply to a sin. Each
one was unique and playful, but not obvious. The total package was so
sexy and unique. I’ll never forget that.
- Chef Luke Hidalgo

What’s Next at Our Restaurants
All of this eating really got us
thinking. What can we bring
back to our restaurants, improve
upon, Creolize and make our
own? We’re working on it! You’ll
see the influence at all four
Commander’s Family restaurants.

Above: Salt Water Sheepshead Crudo
Below left: Foie Gras Candle from the Chef’s Table at
Commander’s Palace
Below center: In the kitchen at Mugaritz
Below right: Creole Wood Grilled Octopus at Brennan’s
of Houston

Just recently, Sous Chef Luke
presented guests at the Commander’s chef table with a foie
gras candle over rye bread
inspired by the creative glass
dishes he saw at Pakta.
Chef Juan Carlos is running his
Spanish-themed
menu
at
SoBou through the end of
summer. Enjoy tantalizing
dishes inspired by those glorious days in Barcelona and San

Sebastian. Options include Tuna
& Foie and Salt Water Sheepshead Crudo. Come in for tapas
full of local seafood and
produce but directly inspired by
the Mediterranean.
We’re always evolving, always
pushing the envelope with
great respect for our past but
never reigned in by it. They are
taking their inspiration from
Spain and using it to drive their
teams and themselves to create
mind-blowing variations of
Creole delicacies with local
food. Stay tuned. Let’s see what
they come up with!

Commander’s
C
palace
1403 Washington Avenue
New Orleans, LA 70130
(504) 899-8221
CommandersPalace.com

3300 Smith Street
Houston, TX 77006
(713) 522-9711
BrennansHouston.com

300 Poydras Street
New Orleans, LA 70130
(504) 595-3305
CafeAdelaide.com

300 Rue Chartres
New Orleans, LA 70130
(504) 552-4095
SoBouNola.com

